
Prestigious reception hall for your 
corporate events.

Elegant and inviting, the 450 m2 reception space hosts banquets, dinners, cocktails, 
exhibitions, and gala evenings in tailor-made atmospheres.



Millennium promises you an unforgettable moment in the 
reception hall, l’Espace. 

With a capacity of up to 400 people, l’Espace is ideal for 
your cocktails, gala evenings, exhibitions, or gatherings. Its 
contemporary design and exceptional versatility allow you 
to personalize your event and create unique experiences.

Adjacent to the auditorium, «L’Espace» offers the 
opportunity to extend your conference or show with a 
sumptuous banquet or cocktail, providing your guests with 
a complete experience. 

An elegant 
and adaptable 
reception hall

Our 450m2 reception hall is entirely customizable, offering great flexibility to your event. It can be divided 
into multiple spaces that perfectly adapt to your needs for optimized utilization of its space.

Configurations  
& capacity

Theater Cabaret Classroom Banquet Cocktail

120 40 48 320 350

Maximum comfort and freedom to organize your event.

Multifunctional 
room



Integrated  
technical equipment

Home automation 
Control of lights, sound, and video from a digital 
tablet 

Plug & Play  
Easily connectable technology to all external 
video and audio sources. The addition of 
cameras, screens, speakers, and other equipment 
is possible as needed.

Lighting 
Customized lighting for walls, ceiling, and the 
Lumix stone bar.

Video 
4 4K resolution projectors with motorized 
4m-wide screens.

Sound system 
Meyer Sound™ sound system. 
4 high-quality wireless microphones 

Wi-fi 
Customization of the connection portal and other 
options available upon request.

Cutting-edge 
technology

L’Espace» adapts to your needs and creates tailor-made atmospheres 
that will leave a lasting impression on your guests. Thanks to its state-
of-the-art home automation system, you can easily control lighting, 
sound, and video directly from a digital tablet.

This intuitive technology allows you to customize every moment of 
your event according to your preferences with just a few clicks. 

Whether you want to create a cozy atmosphere for an elegant evening 
or a dynamic ambiance for a gathering, our home automation system 
caters to your wishes!

Tailor-Made 
Atmospheres for 
Unique Events

Our team of event experts is at your disposal to assist you in your choices and offer you the solutions 
best suited to your needs.



Plans 
of l’Espace

Access 
public



We are at your disposal to answer your questions and assist you in planning your event. Please don’t 
hesitate to contact us to inquire about our services and discuss your project.

L’Espace is easily accessible from the A1 highway, Lausanne-Crissier exit, and from the Renens train station.

Chemin de Mongevon 25
1023 Lausanne-Crissier
+41 58 400 36 50

Excellence 
Services 

Millennium Events  
events@millennium.ch
millennium.ch

Contact  
and access

Millennium Events offers you its expertise to assist you in the creation and complete realization of your 
event. We provide tailor-made services to ensure you and your guests have a unique and unforgettable 
experience.

Artistic directors, set designers, and creative teams come together to 
bring your event to life. We offer a comprehensive range of customized 
artistic and technical concepts and services (staging, entertainment, artist 
selection, furniture, decorations, hospitality, audio, sound, and lighting). 

Turnkey 
Exclusive 
Events!

To simplify the organization of your event, a dedicated project manager ensures complete planning and 
execution for seamless coordination and valuable time savings.

Our catering service, led by Chef Fabien Foare, a Meilleur Ouvrier de France, offers refined seasonal cuisine 
tailored to the format of your event.

Whether you’re looking for comedians, musicians, artists, or speakers, we can select the best talents in a 
wide variety of disciplines to animate your event. 

Services  
& Contact

January 2024. The information provided in this document is subject to change. 

* Artist, Speaker, Musician, DJ Catalog
* Banquet service (appetizers, cocktails, buffet, dinner)
* Security service
* Limousine and Taxi service
* Hostess service

* Concierge service
* Coat check and Reception area
* Floral decoration and furniture
* On-site Hair Salon and Dry cleaning
* Secure parking for 500 vehicles
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